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JUST MUSING: 

Selma, Moyers and Eddie Bernice  

Our habit was to talk to each other two to three times a week, the conversations generally 

started around ten and lasted maybe until twelve, one in the morning.  The Congresswoman’s 

constitution for late hours was beyond doubt – if we made contact at ten, Central Standard Time, 

the time on the East Coast was eleven – meaning our conversations were ending at one, one 

thirty, two for her.  Our contact was based on our schedules – hers as a member of the halls of 

Congress – because of the lateness, most of the obligations imposed by her position could now 

wait until morning.  My day’s work and obligations likewise would have also have taken a brief 

recess, a respite.  Congresswoman Eddie Bernice Johnson was my client.  I represented in her 

congressional redistricting litigation [link 1- Supreme Court Brief].  The 30
th

 Congressional

district is her district, a district which now encompasses the cities of Dallas, Duncanville, 

Hutchins, Balch Springs, Cedar Hill, Desoto, Lancaster and Glen Heights.     

Our conversations had little or nothing to do with the redistricting fights – we shared 

experiences, stories and people.  Sure, on some occasions, we talked about her case, districting 

lines, political allies or witnesses - but most times not.  At times she called to have someone to 

scream to, “Can you talk?  This is Eddie?”  I never grew comfortable enough to call her Eddie, 

most times I remained formal, “Congresswoman”, at times, when teasing not so – “Eddie 

Bernice”.   
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No, the Congresswoman never called seeking my advice, and I am not sure I could have 

provided her much advice on the issues she faced daily.  Sure, I understood what she did for a 

living, in a civic class sense, but in all honesty the complexity of her job was far past my pay 

grade, no matter how many hours I spent in front of a television watching CSPAN [link 2-  

CSPAN].  Actually, for what I saw and understood, I wanted no part of the marble halls of 

Congress and my present sense impression then meant I had no intentions of visiting any times 

soon.  I told the Congresswoman as much.  I was simply an ear.    

Likewise, I would, at times, be the one who called – sometimes to express anger, other 

times joy.   I also didn’t call necessarily for advice.  The Congresswoman was a good listener, 

even when I expressed disdain for her world - politics and politicians.  Her words and reactions 

told me not to shade my thoughts, nor edit my beliefs, but that is not why I muse.   

I recently had the pleasure of serving as a chaperon for a local middle school to see the 

movie “Selma” [link 3– Movie advertisement/Facebook page] –eighty/ninety 5
th

, 6
th

, 7
th

 and 8
th

 

graders accompanied by roughly ten chaperons.  You know the routine, if you go somewhere 

with ten children, when you leave, you count to ten, not nine, not eight – ten.  If an undercount 

occurs, a strange, involuntary guttural sound emits, every hair on your body stands on end, all 

while screaming … screaming … screaming … the child’s name, while running in the direction 

you last saw the object of your now unstable condition.   “Stay with your group!  Make sure the 

person you rode over with you is sitting next to you when we leave.”  Remember, stay with the 

group!”   Eighty seven in, eighty seven out – such was our task.       

While watching the movie, I thought of Bill Moyers’ writings.  Moyers served in the 

President Lyndon Baines Johnson’s administration from 1965 to 1967.  Although Moyers 

recently announced his retirement from the airways [link 4 – Moyer’s retirement], his role as a 
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commentator, and sometimes, more aptly a historian, provided an appropriate backdrop for my 

reaction to Selma.  Moyers’ speech [reduced to a published paper], was entitled, The Big Story:  

A Journalist Looks at Texas History [link 5 – Moyers – The Big Story ].   Moyers challenged 

historians not to ignore the stories of those who have been less visible - “Sometimes ignoring the 

stories of those who have been less visible can lead to some pure and eternal lies – even fatal 

lies.”   His challenged was a simple one - attempt to view history through the eyes of others, not 

necessarily the victors.      

Between my tracking the movement of adolescent boys (Why are that group of boys 

going and from repeatedly to the restroom?), and adult spying, my mind revisited my 

conversation with the Congresswoman.  She told me to call Congressman John Lewis and tell 

him my admiration for his memoir.  I had told her I had just finished reading his memoir, 

Walking in the Wind:  A Memoir of the Movement [link 6 – Lewis’ Memoir], how difficult it 

was for me to appreciate the non-violence movement when I was a youth.  “His memoir 

seemingly strapped me to my chair and compelled me to understand,” were my words.  She and 

John Lewis were of the same generation.  They are, in my mind, the greatest generation and 

effectuated change for those like me too young and sometimes too naïve to possess an adequate 

understanding [link 7 – Los Angeles’ Times Story].   

“Call him?!” 

“Yes, call him.” 

“He would like to hear what you explained to me.” 

“I wouldn’t want to bother him.” 

“He knows who you are.   I have told the Congressional Black Caucus you represent me.  

I have bragged on your work.  Call him.” 

 

I never did call.  The one piece of advice I should have taken, I didn’t.  As the fictional  
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John Lewis on the screen struggled to his feet I paid homage to his memoir internally.  I covered 

my face in shame for never making the call and telling him what I told Eddie Bernice.  I traced 

back to the restroom following the same group of boys, I wiped my eyes before entering, I blew 

my nose in my hand – same boys, same urinals.  They never looked at me, they kept their heads 

bowed, washed their hands, faces and exited almost as soon I entered.  I followed – I washed my 

hands, face, looked at my eyes and thanked God the theatre was dark.   

 When I took my seat again, I saw and heard a fictional Andrew Goodman identify 

himself as clergy – He wasn’t clergy, at least I don’t remember him as such.  I saw no reference 

to James Earl Chaney or Michael Schwerner – whom I remember them all being civil rights 

workers, not clergy, who were shot at close range the night of June 21-22, 1964 [link 8 – 

Schwerner, Goodman and Chaney].  Maybe the movie did reference the other two.   Maybe I 

missed it, between tracing back and forth following adolescent boys and expelling water from 

my body.  If the movie didn’t mentioned the other two, I wondered who of the eighty seven 

realized history was altered slightly by the movie - there were three young men killed that night, 

two whites and one African America.  I wondered would they do the research, or would the 

movie serve as their only window to history, or sadly, will they further restrict their knowledge 

base by only searching the internet.  

On my third trip to the restroom, I realized those who I was spying on were doing the 

same thing I was doing – unless teenage boys have now become the most sanitary creatures in 

the world, the hand and face washing, and not raising their head was not some strange disease 

grabbing hold of them – they too were blowing, only more discretely.  I didn’t follow them 

again, on their next flight to protect their maleness.  I wiped my eyes and remained in my seat.  

When my hand didn’t work, I wiped with the paper towel I brought from the restroom.   
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“I will introduce you to him the next time you are in Washington.  Of course, you would 

never consider coming to the Congressional Black Caucus Dinner?” 

 

I demurred again.  Eddie Bernice never pressed again after that conversation.  We talked 

about other things – the audacity of a young Senator out of Illinois rumored running for the 

Presidency.  I am not at liberty to speak of the Congresswoman’s prediction at that time; my 

reality caused me to be quite clear with her, “He is a damn fool! In these United States!”  My 

observations were based upon my history, politics, Democratic politics (read as party politics) 

and race.  Smart man, am I? - You say!  Smart man, am I?  I’m not.   

I recognize Congresswoman  recently criticized the movie’s portrayal of President 

Johnson [link 9 – Eddie Bernice Johnson on Selma], so have prominent social commentators  

[link 10 – Maureen Dowd ]– my history tells one thing, the history I felt as a youth another, the 

history of Johnson’s contribution to civil rights legislation tells another story.  The generations 

which followed the John Lewis(s), Eddie Bernice Johnson(s) were restless and tired of the 

slaughter, death and the assassinations of the Kennedy(s), King(s), Malcolm(s).  On television, in 

books, in real life, the grand experiment (integration) was played out.  We were told our lives 

didn’t matter (sounds familiar doesn’t it).  We were the generation who watched the societal 

revolution televised nightly.  We read, we listened, but we didn’t fully understand and 

appreciated this concept of non-violence. 

“Dr. Arthur Luther King”, was our verbal slight at the concept.  “Shoot, if they hit me, 

they’re in for a fight”, was our youthful defiance.  Black mice were we, a grand unwanted 

experiment – so we felt.  When history was discussed in the classroom, we were told the real 

civil rights struggle was only in the true southern states (Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia), “but 

not Texas”.   None of it felt right then, Texas seemed plenty south, had the same legal structures 

to deny citizens of color their rights – and Texas proud all the same.   “Are you saying the poll 
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Texas didn’t exist in Texas?” [link 11 – Poll tax, Dallas Public Library]  “Didn’t we have the Jay 

Bird Primaries also?  [link 12 – Terry v. Adams_Jay Bird Primaries - Texas]  Wasn’t all this 

done under the watchful eye of our State politicians?  The teacher normally ignored our 

inquiries, and hurried to the next subject matter – but that is not why I muse. 

Congresswoman Johnson was absolutely right.   John Lewis needs to hear his praise and 

the effects of his writings and deeds.  Fifty years later when Congressman Lewis speaks about 

his experiences, his eyes still grow moist, his voice still trembles, he still grabs his hands and 

massages them.   

I didn’t make the call out my own internal struggle over the years.  My embarrassment 

was caused by my realization that I didn’t understand the courage of non-violence resistance 

demonstrated by his, theirs, King’s moral certainty.  I muse because I fear for those eighty-seven 

children as they grew quiet, and wiped their tears.  If the movie helps them discover a much 

untold history – the better.  If the students fail to realize that the struggle played out, on a high 

definition screen, was a movie which references to some extent historical events – then the worst 

for it.  They would then be repeating the same mistakes others have made – the failure to 

discover historical truths.  I wiped my eyes attempting to wipe away anger, hoping they would 

leave the theatre with another reality - they too must continue to tell the story by writing, singing, 

producing, dancing, studying, discovering and challenging.  I hoped that day, actually hoped, 

because the process of dismantling of the still persistent system of apartheid is not over, even 

with the election of that then youthful Senator from Illinois.   

If they fail to realize the true characters of the civil rights movement, they too will fall 

prey to what others still believe – the civil rights struggled only benefitted the Negro.  King’s 
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Day is a Black holiday - let them celebrate!   So we think, so we assume - all while we all spend 

the day enjoying the benefits of the real Selma(s).  

    While exiting the theatre, I moved closer to two of the boys I tracked to and from the 

restroom.  One of them, a Hispanic child, whispered to his friend, “My eyes hurt.  The second 

time I ran to the restroom, I thought the water would help me stop crying, it didn’t.”  His friend 

looked up, saw me listening.  I wiped my eyes - he smiled, he wiped his. 

 Time’s unpredictable dance has interceded in my conversations with the 

Congresswoman.  The dance to and from the restroom caused me to wondered why I said no.  I 

understand what the Congresswoman was asking, imploring, saying – we need to hear from 

others that our acts matter.  She didn’t understand my Achilles heel prevented me from doing so 

– and Lord knows I have lost my ever loving mind admitting this in writing.  So what – you 

accuse me of hiding behind a muse.  So be it!   

I never explained to the Congresswoman the other part of my personality – the part less 

obvious.  Even though I have been trained as a public speaker, if given a chance I will move to 

the back of the audience, attempt to disappear in the crowd and observe.  Unless asked a question 

directly, I will defer and “think about it” – such a response infuriates love ones.  For one fraught 

in the life of controversy, I avoid controversy, as best I can on a personal level.  Even if I know I 

have been cheated by a repairman (“Your onboard computer probably doesn’t work.”), I 

generally say nothing (It worked when I brought the car in your shop, in fact it is a new 

computer which was installed by the dealership about six months ago) … I said I said nothing.  

The Congresswoman request, admittedly a simple task, caused me to curl in a fetal position, all 

the while whispering my response.  Maybe this muse is designed to confront the fault directly, or 

to soothe my guilt for not making the call.  Perhaps this is my way of paying homage to those 
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who are still living, and to those who have died on all of our behalf.  His eyes still grow moist, 

his voice still trembles, he still grabs his hands and massages them; so did my eyes, voice and 

hands, as well the eighty seven other set of eyes, voices and hands exiting the theatre.   


